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order to explain why sacrificial centralization only begins after the completion 
of the first temple.46  
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-D44'(+($,(). 1$.A(D,(2%$%+7@. ,01-. )1). $%,.+(3$. ,03,. ,0(.E%5($3$,.
E%)(.&3-.$%.'%$*(2.53'1)>a]b./0(.)1661"D',7.&1,0.B,,%c-.4(2-4(",15(@.3-.
GD,S'1. $%,(-@. 1-. ,03,. B,,%c-. 32*D+($,. )%(-. $%,. 3""%D$,. 6%2. ,0(.&1)(2.
-%"1(,3'. ,23$-6%2+3,1%$. 1$5%'5(). 1$. ,0(.A(D,(2%$%+1". 6%2+3,1%$@. -D"0.
3-.,0(.%6,8$%,().1$"2(3-(.1$.%66(21$*-.,%.,0(."($,23'.-3$",D327.3,.,0(.(I8




]=.. JC1)>@. =]k. 3'-%. FN2*. GD,S'1@.!(&$ %*9U/-:'4$ M1'$ B"''"$ :')$ 0"@:&-D$ .&T7;*(7(#2/&F$ :')$
-(7&*"*(#2/&$8'"-C#&$M1'$`K$0"@:&-$`ad$:'7&*$+&*e2;#(2/7(4:'4$)&#$_1'7&T7&#$i!/!P/.^hk.
MD21"0k./0(%'%*1-"0(2.[(2'3*.MN21"0@.;<<ej@.;]<g];>.
];.. [%*,@.!&:7&*1'1@(2$./&1-14C$ "')$ 7/&$ 0(4'(5(2"'2&$ 15$ .1*"/@. _^Y. `/0(.42%*23+. rH(51$8









,0(. EE. "%$,1$D(). ,%.+31$,31$. 3$. 3D,0%21,3,15(. -,3,D-. )%(-. $%,. +(3$.
,03,. ,0(.AE.)%(-. $%,. 1$,($). -DC5(2-15(. 2(51-1%$. %6. ,0(.EE>. /0(. '3,(2.
1$"'D-1%$. %6. C%,0. '3&. "%24%23. 1$. ,0(. /%230.+(2('7. 1+4'1(-. ,03,. '3,(2.
2(3)(2-. &(2(. 3C'(. 3$). &1''1$*. ,%. 1$"'D)(. ,0(. 53213,1%$-. &1,01$. %$(.
&%2#>]f..




4023-(. 1-. 2($)(2().`1$. ,0(.&0%'(.4'3"(.&0(2(. J. "3D-(.+7.$3+(. ,%.C(.
2(+(+C(2()>a. /01-. +%5(@. &01"0. "%D'). C(. )(6($)(). %$. ,0(. *2%D$)-.
,03,. 1,.('1+1$3,().3$.(32'1(2.3+C1*D1,7. 1$. ,0(. ,(I,@. 3''%&().6%2. ,0(.AE.






23)1#3'. 1$. R23*(. SD. -,(''($@. )3--. )1(. 5%$. 10$($. 5%23$*(,21(C($($. P(D8
(2D$*($.-1"0.)(-,2D#,15.3D-*(&12#,.0W,,($>.J+.U(*($,(1'Y.:1(.&12#,($.-,3C18














%*7@.0%&(5(2@.&01"0.)%(-.$%,.3""%D$,. 6%2. ,0(. ,($-1%$.C(,&(($.M1%$. ,0(%'%*7.3$).
,0(.(+403-1-.%$. ,0(.4(%4'(.%6. ,0(. '3$).1$. ,0(. 6%2+D'3,1%$.%6. ,0(. ,1,0(.'3&.1$.A(D,.
=fY;;g;h.%2.,0(.(+403-1-.%$.,0(.4(2140(27.1$.,0(.AE>..
]_.. JC1)>@.=;h>.rT/Y./0(7."%+(.62%+.3.-"21C3'."D',D2(.1$.&01"0.421(-,-.3$).-"21C(-."'(32'7.
2("%*$1S(. ,0(.$("(--1,7.%6.%$*%1$*.3",D3'1S3,1%$.%6.$%2+3,15(. ,(I,-.3$). r,0(2(6%2(s.






















$%,(-. ,03,. 3$. 1+4%2,3$,. OD(-,1%$. 6%2. 61$)1$*. ,0(. 01-,%21"3'. '%"3,1%$.%6.
,0(. AE. 1-. 1)($,1671$*. ,0(. C(*1$$1$*. 3$). ($). %6. =*)&:7&*1'1@(:@>]h.
V01'(. ,0(. 61$3'. 6%2+. %6. A(D,(2%$%+7@. 2(3). (-4("13''7. 1$. '1*0,. %6. 1,-.




,0(. `"%++%$. -($-(a. i%2. 3""(4,().+(3$1$*j. %6. ,0(. J-23('1,(. 21,D3'. 6(-,153'. 1->. /01-.
C21(6.*'3$"(.3,.21,D3'.,0(%27.i+%2(.)1-"D--1%$.C('%&@.;>f>./0(.L-(.%6.Z1,D3'./0(%27j.
3''%&-. 6%2. ,0(.)1-,1$",1%$.C(,&(($. ,0(. ,0(%2(,1"3'. i3$).,(I,D3'j.+(3$1$*@.&01"0. ,0(.
AE.*23$,-. ,%. ,0(. "D',1".+(3'-@.&1,0%D,.$(()1$*. ,%. -D**(-,. ,03,. ,0(2(. (5(2.&3-.1'&.
+(3$1$*.6%2.,0(-(.21,D3'.423",1"(->./0(.423",1"(-.,0(+-('5(-.2(+31$.%4($.,%.5321%D-.
(+1".3$).(,1".(I4'3$3,1%$->.






















23,(. 6(3,D2(-. 62%+.5321%D-.*($2(-@. 3''%&1$*. 6%2. *($(21". "%+C1$3,1%$>_;.
/0(."D',1".+(3'-.%6.A(D,(2%$%+7@.(-4("13''7.,0(12.)(,31'().)(-"214,1%$-.




$3,1%$. %6. $3223,15(. 3$). 21,D3'. 1$. 3. '3&. "%24D-. 3-. 6%D$). 1$. ,0(. "D',1".
+(3'-.%6.,0(.AE.1-.3$.3$%+3'7>.T5($.,0(.-(32"0.6%2.,(I,-.1$,(2+1I1$*.3.
'(*3'. "%)(. &1,0. $3223,15(. *%(-. -DC-,3$,13''7. D$6D'61''()>_b. /01-. 1$,(28







$3$,. ,2(3,1(-. 1$. ,0(. +1))'(. %6. ,0(. ,&($,1(,0. "($,D27@. U(2032). 5%$. Z3). i!&:7&*F





iE3+C21)*(@.?3-->Y.G32532).L$15(2-1,7. 92(--@. =h^;j@. =];g]h@. )1-"D--(-. ,0(. 1)(3. %6.
*($(21".+1I,D2(.%2.07C21)>..




,0(. $3223,15(-. -((#. ,%. 0('4. ,0(. 3D)1($"(. 3""(4,. 3-. C1$)1$*>. J$. ,0(.L*321,1". "%24D-.




'%*D(-j.3$).%6. "D',1". 3$).+%23'. 2D'(->.R%2. ,01-.4%1$,@. -((. ,0(.)1-"D--1%$.%6.:03'%+.





&0($. %66(21$*. 01-. 42%)D"(>_f.!6,(2. 2("1,1$*. ,0(. "2()%@. ,0(. C(32(2. ,0($.
"%$-D+(-. 3,. '(3-,. 432,. %6. ,0(. 42%)D"(>. /01-. 4323)1*+. %6. ,0(. A(D,(28
%$%+1". 6(-,153'-.&1,0. 1,-. "%$$(",1%$. C(,&(($. 21,D3'. 42(-"214,1%$-. 3$).
$3223,15(. "%$,($,@. -,3$)-. %D,. 3*31$-,. ,0(. ,(I,-. %6. J-23('c-. $(1*0C%2-@.
(5($.16.+%2(.1+4'1"1,.1$.,0(.42(8A(D,(2%$%+1-,1".'37(2->&
V0($. "%$-1)(21$*. A(D,(2%$%+7c-. 2('3,1%$-014. ,%. ,0(. "%5($3$,.
*($2(@.1$,(242(,(2-.612-,."%$-1)(2().&0(,0(2.A(D,(2%$%+7.-((+-.+%2(.
-1+1'32. ,%. ,0(.-("%$)8+1''($$1D+.G1,,1,(. ,2(3,1(-.%2. ,0(.(1*0,08"($,D27.
!23+31". :(612(. ,2(3,1(-. i_8R. ;<<g;<;j. 3$). (1*0,0. ,%. -(5($,08"($,D27.
P(%8!--7213$.,2(3,1(->.?%-,.2("($,.1$,(242(,(2-.035(.%4,().6%2.,0(.'3,(2.
P(%8!--7213$. %4,1%$. C("3D-(@. '1#(.A(D,(2%$%+7@. ,0(-(. "%5($3$,-. 32(.
-(3'().&1,0.3$.%3,0.23,0(2.,03$.3.21,D3'.-3"2161"(.i"%+432(.A(D,.;_Y=_g
=h. 3$). ,0(. 53--3'. ,2(3,7. %6. T-3203))%$j>_]. RD2,0(2+%2(@. ,0(. ,2(3,1(-.
62%+. ,0(. 612-,. +1''($$1D+. 62%+. !--7213. 3$). :(612(. "%$,31$. ('3C%23,(.
"D2-(-. 1$-,(3).%6. ,0(. -0%2,. 3$).*($(21". C'(--1$*-. 3$). "D2-(-. 6%D$). 1$.
,0(. G1,,1,(. "%24D->. /0(. G1,,1,(. ,2(3,1(-. "%$,31$. 3$. 01-,%21"3'. 42%'%*D(.








_f.. F3$.E>.U(2,S@. `A1(. :,(''D$*.)(-. #'(1$($. *(-"01"0,'1"0($.E2()%-. 1$.)(2. Z()3#,1%$-8
*(-"01"0,(. 5%$. A(D,(2%$%+1D+. D$). 9($,3,(D"0@a. 1$. A(&,&$ :')$ Q&,17D$ 07:)(&'$ 9:@$






















,&(($. ,0(. G1,,1,(. 3$).P(%8!--7213$. C3"#*2%D$)@. -D**(-,1$*. ,03,. ,0(.
G1,,1,(.+3,(213'.&3-.+()13,(). ,02%D*0. ,0(.2(+$3$,-.%6.G1,,1,(."D',D2(.
1$. :7213. i(-4("13''7. E32"0(+1-0j@. &0(2(. 1,. &3-. ,0($. ,3#($. D4. 1$. ,0(.




?(-%4%,3+13$. ,23)1,1%$-. %6. ,0(.P(%8!--7213$. %5(2'%2)-. "')$+%2(. '%8
"3''782%%,().:72%893'(-,1$13$.,23)1,1%$->_^.




,(2%$%+7. 3-. 3.&0%'(. "%$,31$-. $%,. %$(@. CD,. 23,0(2. ,&%. "%5($3$,-. i"6>.
A(D,. ;^Y_h. rT/. ;hY=sj>. Z(*32)'(--. %6. 0%&. %$(. 3442%3"0(-. ,0(. C%%#.
-%D2"(8"21,1"3''7@.1,.1-.)1661"D',.,%.1+3*1$(.3.4'3D-1C'(.6%2+.%6.,0(.(32'1(-,.
A(D,(2%$%+7. -1+4'7. 6%''%&1$*. ,0(. 6%2+.*($(23''7. ($"%D$,(2(). 1$. (18
,0(2. 3. -("%$).%2. 3. 612-,8+1''($$1D+."%5($3$,. ,2(3,7>. :%.&01'(. 2('3,1$*.















,1,(.T+412(. ,02%D*0. ,0(-(.P(%8G1,,1,(. -,3,(-k. 0%&(5(2@. -0(. i1C1)>@. =<hg===@. ;;;j. 638










B$(.%6. ,0(.#(7.3-4(",-. ,03,. ,0(. '3&."%24D-.*($2(.C21$*-. ,%. ,0(. 1$8
,(242(,3,1%$. %6. ,0(. AE. 1-. ,0(. (+403-1-. %$. ,0(. 1$$(2. &%2#1$*-. %6. ,0(.
-%"1(,7@.1$.%44%-1,1%$.,%.,0(.6%"D-.%6.,0(.53--3'.,2(3,1(-.%2.'%73',7.%3,0-.
6%"D-.%$.,0(.*($(23'.'%73',7.%6.,0(.53--3'.3$).01-."%D$,27.,%.,0(.6%2(1*$.
-%5(2(1*$>e=.V(1$6(')c-. -,3$)32)."%$,($,1%$. 1-. ,03,. ,0(.AE. 1$. 1,-.+%-,.
3$"1($,. 6%2+. 2(6'(",-. ,0(.53--3'. ,2(3,1(-. %6. ,0(.$1$,0. ,%. -(5($,0. "($,D8





,03,. ,0(. AE. %$'7. 2("(15(). 1,-. "%5($3$,3'. )2(--1$*. &0($. ,0(. A(D,(28
%$%+1-,1".G1-,%213$.'3,(2."%$-,2D",().;.Q*-.;;g;b.3$).3,.,0(.-3+(.,1+(.
"2(3,(). ,0(. ,2(3,7. 6%2+3,. %6. A(D,(2%$%+7. ,%. +3,"0. ,0(. $3223,15(. %6.
F%-130>eb.Q%"0. 32*D(-. -1+1'32'7. ,03,. ,0(. "%5($3$,.)2(--. %$'7. 321-(-. 2(8
)3",1%$3''7. ,%. -034(. ,0(. AE. 1$. 3""%2)3$"(. &1,0. ,0(. A("3'%*D(@. $%&.
4'3"().3,.,0(.C(*1$$1$*.%6.,0(.&%2#.1$."034,(2.]>.G(.+31$,31$-.,03,.,01-.
)(4($)($"(. %$. ,0(. A("3'%*D(q1$. #((41$*. &1,0. +D"0. E%$,1$($,3'.




e=.. V(1$6(')@.!&:7&*1'1@C$ "')$ 7/&$!&:7&*1'1@(2$ 02/11-G$=f^@. "%++($,-@. `/0(.+%-,. 1+8
4%2,3$,. )(513,1%$. %6. A(D,(2%$%+7. 62%+. ,0(. ,2(3,7. 6%2+. 1-. ,03,. 1,-. "($,23'. 432,. 1-.
)()1"3,().,%."151'@."D',1"@.3$)."21+1$3'.'3&>.V01'(.&(.+37.2(*32).,01-.-(",1%$.3-.6D$"8
,1%$3''7.(OD153'($,. ,%. ,0(. -,14D'3,%27. -(",1%$.%6.3. ,2(3,7@. 1,. 1-.5(27.)166(2($,. 1$. -DC8
-,3$"(>a.
e;.. JC1)>@.=]_g]e>.G(.-D++321S(-.i1C1)>@.=]ej@.`r/0(.3D,0%2s.($21"0().,0(."%5($3$,.,0(+(.
C7. 1$,2%)D"1$*.3''. ,0(.('(+($,-.%6. ,0(.53--3'. ,2(3,7@.3$).0(.C'D22(). ,0(."%5($3$,3'.
43,,(2$.C7.4D,,1$*.1,.1$,%.3.0%+1'(,1".-(,,1$*>a.









3C-"0$1,,. A,$. ]@=g_@by. (1$(2. #%+4%-1,1%$-8. D$). ,0(%'%*1(*(-"01"0,'1"0. XN$*(2($.
903-(. 1$.)(2.T$,-,(0D$*.)(-.A(D,(2%$%+1D+-. 3$*(0o2,@. #3$$. 3D"0.A,$. =by. $1"0,.
/(1'. )(-. L2)(D,(2%$%+1D+-. *(&(-($. -(1$@a. rT/Y. /0(. )("1-15(. (51)($"(. 6%2. ,0(..
01-,%21"3'.'%"3,1%$.%6.A(D,.=by.1-.,0(.%C-(253,1%$.,03,.,0(."034,(2.3--D+(-.#$%&'()*(.
%6. ,0(.A("3'%*D(@.(-4("13''7. ,0(.R12-,.E%++3$)+($,.%6.A(D,.]Y_6>@.h3>.K("3D-(. ,0(.
-(",1%$.A(D,.]Y=g_Yby.C('%$*-. ,%.3. '3,(2. "%+4%-1,1%$3'.3$). ,0(%'%*1"3'.403-(.%6. ,0(.
)(5('%4+($,. %6. A(D,(2%$%+7@. ,0($. $(1,0(2. "3$. A(D,. =by. C('%$*. ,%. L28A(D,(2%8
.
. =>;>.?(,0%)%'%*7.6%2.A3,1$*./(I,-. ;e.
/01-. '1$(. %6. 2(3-%$1$*. )%(-. $%,. "%$-1)(2. ,0(. -1+1'321,1(-. C(,&(($.
G%-(3. 3$). A(D,(2%$%+7. 1+4%2,3$,. 6%2. 42(8A(D,(2%$%+1-,1". A(D,(28
%$%+7@."%$$(",1%$-.&01"0.+3#(.,0(."%5($3$,3'.4%2,1%$-.%6.,0(.(1*0,08
"($,D27. 42%40(,. #(7. 6%2. D$)(2-,3$)1$*. ,0(. D$)(2'71$*. "%5($3$,3'.
+(,340%2.%6.A(D,.]g;^.3$).32*D1$*.1$.-D44%2,.%6.V(1$6(')c-."%+43218
-%$-. &1,0. ,0(. P(%8!--7213$. )%"D+($,->e]. RD2,0(2+%2(@. &01'(. Q%"0.
21*0,'7. "21,1OD(-.T"#32,.B,,%c-. "'31+. 6%2.)12(",.)(4($)($"(. C7. ,0(.AE.
%$. ,0(. H%73',7. B3,0. %6. T-3203))%$. i[/Tj@e_. J. 3+. $%,. "%$51$"(). C7.
Q%"0c-.32*D+($,.,03,.,0(."%5($3$,3'.'3$*D3*(.1$.,0(.AE.1-.)(4($)($,.
%$.,0(.A("3'%*D(.%2.3.A("3'%*D(.2()3",1%$>ee.J,."%D').23,0(2.C(.,03,.,0(.
$%,1%$-.%6. "%5($3$,. 3$)."($,23'1S3,1%$.32(. C%,0. 2('3,(). ,%. ,0(.D$161"38
..............................
$%+7s>.:((.3'-%.Q23,S@.<1@J1#(7(1'G$=b=k.3$).93##3'3@.+%-,.2("($,'7.1$.`/0(.A3,(.%6.
,0(. B')(-,. T)1,1%$. %6. A(D,(2%$%+7@a. b^h@. CD,. 3'-%. `A(2. '1,(2328. D$). 2('1*1%$-8
*(-"01"0,'1"0(. B2,. 5%$. A(D,(2%$%+1D+. =ba. 1$. !(&$ )&:7&*1'1@(#7(#2/&'$ Q&#2/(2/7#F




%$.A(D,(2%$%+7@.-D**(-,1$*. 1$-,(3). ,03,. ,0(.'3$*D3*(.%6.`'%5(a.-,(+-.(I"'D-15('7.
62%+.,0(.P(%8!--7213$.,2(3,1(->.J.)%.$%,.-((.,0(.$(().6%2.-D"0.(I"'D-151,7@.(-4("13''7.
*15($.G%-(3c-.3"OD31$,3$"(.&1,0.,0(."%5($3$,.+(,340%2.3-.-(($.1$.,0(.D-(.%6.,q*u7$1$.











()->@.6&1F8##C*("'$ .*&"7(&#$ "')$ A1C"-7C$P"7/#$ i:!!. ;k.G('-1$#1Y.G('-1$#1. L$15(2-1,7.
92(--@.=h^^j@.;^g]^>.?%22%&@.`t/%.:(,.,0(.P3+(c.1$.,0(.A(D,(2%$%+1".E($,23'1S3,1%$.
R%2+D'3@a.beege^@.$%,(-. ,0(.42(6(2($"(. 6%2.!23+31". 1$. ,0(.H(53$,.)D21$*. ,0(.P(%8
!--7213$.4(21%)@. ,0D-. 2()D"1$*. ,0(.4%--1C1'1,7. %6.)12(",. "%$,3",. %6. FD)301,(. -"21C(-.
&1,0.3$.!##3)13$.5(2-1%$.%6.,0(.[/T>.













-%+. 1$. ,0(. (1*0,0. "($,D27.)%(-.$%,.+(3$. 1,-. 3C-($"(.D$,1'. ,01-.4%1$,Y.
`/%. -D++321S(@. (5($. ,0%D*0. ,0(. A(D,(2%$%+1". 6%2+D'3,1%$. %6. "%5(8
$3$,. )%+1$3,(-. &0($(5(2. ,0(. ,%41". 321-(-@. ,01-. ,0(%'%*7. "%$-1-,($,'7.
2(-,-. %$. (32'1(2. ,23)1,1%$.&01"0@. ,0%D*0. 632. 62%+. 1)($,1"3'@. 03-. 3. 5(27.
-,2%$*. ,0(%'%*1"3'. "%$,1$D1,7. 1$. 1,-. (32'1(-,.&1,$(--(-. ,%. 3. 2('3,1%$-014.
C(,&(($.U%).3$).01-.4(%4'(>aeh..
/0(."'%-(.2('3,1%$-014.C(,&(($.,0(."D2-(-.1$.A(D,.;^Y;<gff.3$).,0(.





















^=.. Q%"0@. L&*7*"4G$ .*&:&()$ :')$ +:')@. fhg]<@. 2(6(2-. ,%. Q3SD#%. V3,3$3C(@. !(&$ 3)wF
L&*&()(4:'4$ 8'-U##-(2/$ )&*$ ./*1'51-4&*&4&-:'4$ 8#"*/"))1'#$ iK3*0?. K(10(6,. bk. K(2'1$Y.
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-3+(.4(21%)>./0(.$%,1%$.%6.-1+4'7.42%51)1$*.3. 7&*@(':#$"$H:1q16. 1,. 1-.
,0(.-%'(.L1*-"4&q1-."%22(",>.G%&(5(2@.Q%"0c-.32*D+($,. 1-.42%C'(+3,1".
&1,0. 2(*32). ,%. ,0(. 20(,%21"3'. 4%,($"7. ,03,. ,0(. D-(. %6. '32*('7. 42((I1'1".
,23)1,1%$-qC%,0. P(%8!--7213$. 3$). !23+3(3$. i62%+. ,0(. &(4/7/. "($8
,D27~jq&%D').035(.J*(1*$71$,0(.63''.%6.,0(.P(%8!--7213$.T+412(.C("3D-(.
,0(-(. ,23)1,1%$-. "%$-,1,D,(). 3. "($,23'. 4%'1,1"3'. 5(01"'(. 421+321'7. 1$. ,0(.
42((I1'1".4(21%)>./0(.2(D-(.%6.'3$*D3*(.C7.A(D,(2%$%+7.62%+.,0(.P(%8
!--7213$$ ,23)1,1%$@. &01"0. Q%"0. 3""(4,-. ,02%D*0%D,@. 1+4'1(-q,0%D*0.
"(2,31$'7. )%(-. $%,. '1+1,q3.)3,(. 6%2. ,0(.A(D,(2%$%+1".+3,(213'. 1$. ,0(.
P(%8!--7213$.4(21%)>^;.








,3'. '3$*D3*(. 3$). 1)(3-. 62%+.P(%8!--7213$. -%D2"(-@. 16. $%,. ,0(.[/T. 1,8
-('6>^f./0(.[/T.3$).:(612(.,2(3,1(-.3'-%.1$"'D)(.6(3-,1$*.'3$*D3*(.i`-(,8
..............................
-1%$>a.V01'(. ,01-. 1-. OD1,(. 4%--1C'(@. 1,. -((+-. '1#(. %5(282('13$"(. %$. 3. 432,1"D'32. 348
42%3"0.,%.,0(.)3,3.3531'3C'(>.
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(-,.421+321'7. 1$. 1,-.42%)D",1%$.3$).)1-,21CD,1%$. ,%. ,0(. 1$"'D-1%$.%6. ,0(.
6D2,0(2."3,(*%21(-.%6."%$-D+4,1%$.3$).-7+C%'1".53'D(>;b./01-.)(5('%48
+($,.01*0'1*0,-.6%%).$%,.+(2('7.6%2.1,-.$D,21,1%$3'.53'D(@.CD,.3'-%.6%2.1,-.
"D',D23''7. -7+C%'1". 1+4%2,>. R%2@. 3-.+3$7. 035(. 2("%*$1S()@. (5(27. "D'8











B$(.%6.U%%)7c-."%$"'D-1%$-. 1-. ,03,. ,0(2(.$(().$%,.C(.3$./":7&$2:(F
#('&$ 6%2.3. "D',D2(. ,%.D-(. 6%%).3$).+(3'-.3-.3.+(3$-.%6. -7+C%'1". "%+8
+D$1"3,1%$>. G(. -D44%2,-. ,01-. "'31+. C7. -(,,1$*. 3$3'7-1-. %6. ,0(. $%$8
+%)(2$.H%A3*33.3$).U%$X3.,21C(-.%6.$%2,0(2$.U03$3.3'%$*-1)(.3$3'78
-(-. %6. +()1(53'. V(-,(2$. TD2%4(. 3$). 5321%D-. !-13$. "D',D2(-. iE01$3@.
J$)13.)D21$*.,0(.,1+(.%6.U03$)1@.3$).!CC3--1).!23C13j>.G(.-0%&-.,03,.
&0(,0(2. %$(. &3-. 1$. E01$3. i%2. 3$"1($,. T*74,;_j. &1,0. 3. &(''8
)166(2($,13,(). /":7&$ 2:(#('&. %2. 1$. U03$3. &1,0%D,. -D"0. )166(2($,13,1%$@.
6%%). 3$).+(3'-. 2(+31$. -%"1%82('1*1%D-. 3$). 4%'1,1"3'. -7+C%'->. G(. %C8
-(25(-. ,03,. 6(-,153'. +(3'-. 3+%$*. ,0(. U%$X3. %6. U03$3. "%$-1-,. %6. ,0(.
-3+(.)1-0(-.3-.,0(.+(3'-.%6.(5(27)37.'16(@.XD-,.1$.+%2(.4'($,16D'.OD3$8
,1,7>. /0(. 3+%D$,-. %6. 6%%). 32(. *2(3,(2@. CD,. ,0(2(. 1-. $%. -4("13'.+($D@;e.
-1+1'32.,%.3$"1($,.J-23('@.&01"0.)1).$%,.*($(23''7.4%--(--.,0(.)166(2($,18
3,(). +($D. 1,(+-. 344(321$*. 1$. B'). K3C7'%$13$. 2("14(. ,(I,->;^. V03,.
U%%)7c-.&%2#.)(+%$-,23,(-@.0%&(5(2@. 1-. ,03,. ,0(-(. (I,($-15(. "D',D23'.
)(5('%4+($,-@."%+4'(I1,1(-@.3$).1$,(23",1%$-.32(.$%,.$("(--327.6%2.6%%).




03). -D"0. 1+4%2,3$,. 1+4'1"3,1%$-. 6%2. 01(232"07@. 6%%). ,($)(). ,%. C(. ,0(.
-DCX(",. %6. "%+4(,1,1%$. C(,&(($. ,0%-(. %6. -1+1'32. -,3,D-. 3-. &(''. 3-. ,0(.
-DCX(",.%6.2(*D'3,1%$.C(,&(($.,0%-(.%6.)166(2($,.23$#>a;h.
..............................
;].. U%%)7@.<11;('4G$<:(#('&$ "')$<-"##@. be>.G1-. -7-,(+. 1$"'D)(-.42%)D",1%$.403-(-. i1>(>@.
C2(()1$*@. 0(2)1$*@. -'3D*0,(21$*@. 0D-C3$)27j. 3$). 3-4(",-. i1,(+-@. '3C%2. 6%2"(@. 2(8
-%D2"(-@. ,("0$%'%*7@. OD3$,1,1(-. 3$). OD3'1,1(-. 42%)D"()jk. )1-,21CD,1%$. ,74(-. i&1,01$.
,0(.D$1,.%6.42%)D",1%$.r63+1'7s@.*16,@.2("142%"3'.(I"03$*(@.+32#(,@.%C'1*3,%27.,23$-6(2@.
)(-,2D",1%$j. 3$). 3-4(",-. i$3,D2(. %6. ,23$-3",1%$-@. (OD3'1,7@. ,("0$%'%*1(-. %6. -,%23*(.
3$).,23$-4%2,@.4(21%)1"1,7.%6.)1-,21CD,1%$jk.42(4323,1%$.403-(-.iCD,"0(21$*m.-0(''1$*@.
"%%#1$*@.)1-01$*.D4j.3$).3-4(",-.i&0%."%%#-.6%2.&0%+@.,("0$%'%*7jk.3$)."%$-D+48
,1%$. 403-(-. i3--(+C'1$*. 432,1"143$,-@. -(251$*@. (3,1$*@. "'(321$*. 3&37j. 3$). 3-4(",-.












D4. ,0(. '3))(2. 1$"'D)().-0%&1$*. ,03,.%$(c-."D1-1$(. 6%''%&(). ,0(. ,23)18
,1%$-.%6. ,0(.D44(2."'3-->./01-. 1-.C3'3$"()@.0%&(5(2@.C7.,0(.*($(23'.348
42%3"0. ,3#($. C7. 2(5%'D,1%$327@. %2. -,3-1-8%5(2,02%&1$*.+%5(+($,->. J$.
B'15(2.E2%+&(''c-. T$*'3$)@. 6%2. 1$-,3$"(@. `-1$"(. )166(2($"(-. 1$. "D1-1$(.
4323''('. "'3--.)1-,1$",1%$-@. (*3'1,3213$. 3$). 2(5%'D,1%$327. 2(*1+(-. ,($)@.
3,.'(3-,.1$.,0(.1$1,13'.403-(-@.,%.)%.3&37.&1,0.,0(.)151-1%$.C(,&(($.,0(.
/":7&$3$).,0(.,"##&$2:(#('&Kab<.:D"0.3$.%C-(253,1%$.%4($-.D4.,0(."0%1"(-.




('(+($,-. %6. ,0(. 6%2+(2. '3$*D3*(. i1$. ,01-. "3-(@. +(3'. 1$*2()1($,-. 3$).
423",1"(-j. ,%. "%$-,2D",. 3. $(&. ($,1,7>b=. /01-. 4%1$,. 2(5(3'-. ,0(. ,(+4%23'.





+(+%27>.G(. 6%"D-(-. %$. ,0(.?()1,(223$(3$. "D',D2(. %6. ,0(. iU2((#j.Q38
'7+$13$. 1-'3$)(2-.3$).)(-"21C(-. ,0(.4%&(2.%6.(3,1$*.3$).)21$#1$*. 6%2.
,0(."2(3,1%$.3$).+31$,($3$"(.%6.-032().(I4(21($"(.i3.6%2+.%6."%++D8
$3'. 1)($,1,7j. ,02%D*0.+(+%27>b;. J,. 1-.&%2,0. $%,1$*. ,03,. :D,,%$c-. C%%#.
)1-"D--(-.%$(.432,1"D'32."D',D2(@.&01"0.3--D+(-q"%22(",'7q,03,.6%%)@.
&01"0. "3221(-. -7+C%'1". 1+4%2,. 1$. (5(27. "D',D2(@. )%(-. $%,. $("(--321'7.
-7+C%'1S(. ,0(. -3+(. ,01$*-. 1$. (3"0. "D',D2(>./0D-. ,0(.432,1"D'32.+(3$8
1$*-.%6. 6%%). 1$.%$(.432,1"D'32. "D',D2(.+37.%2.+37.$%,. "3227. ,0(. -3+(.
+(3$1$*-.1$.3$%,0(2."D',D2(>..
/02((.1$-1*0,-.62%+.:D,,%$v-.&%2#.32(.0('46D'.6%2.+7.-,D)7.%6.+(3'-.






&37-j. 1-. 3$. 1$,21"3,(.432,. %6. ,0(.($"D',D23,1%$.42%"(--. %6.+3,D21,7. ,03,.)(,(2+1$(-.
'16('%$*.3,,1,D)(-.3$).53'D(->..





-12(. '%%#1$*. 6%2&32). ,%. -1+1'32. "%$-D+4,1%$>bb. :D,,%$. -D+-. D4. ,01-.






4(21($"(->. 93-,. -%"13'. (I4(21($"(-. -(25(. 3-. ,0(. 421+327. -,%21(-. 62%+.
&01"0. Q3'7+$13$-. "%$-,2D",. ,0(12. "%++D$3'. 1)($,1,7. 3$). 3'-%. ,0(12.




!. -("%$)."%$,21CD,1%$. 62%+.:D,,%$. 1-. 01-.%C-(253,1%$.%6. ,0(. 1$,(28




+(3'-. ,03,. -032(. +3$7. -1+1'321,1(-@. CD,. 32(. &%2,0. $3223,1$*. 6%2. ,0(12.
)166(2($"(-@. ,0(12. )15(2*($"(-. 62%+. ,0(. 2("%*$1S3C'(. 43,,(2$>ab]. /01-.
1$,(24($(,23,1%$.-D44%2,-.,0(."%$$(",1%$-.+3)(.C(,&(($.+(3'-.(3,($.1$.
5321%D-.'%"3'.51''3*(-.3$).+(3'-.(3,($.3,.,0(."($,23'.-3$",D327.1$.A(D8



























4%23'>be. J)($,1,7@. %2. 0D+3$. (I4(21($"(. %6. &0%'($(--. 3$). 1$,(*21,7@. 1-.
"%$612+(). 3$). -,2($*,0($(). ,02%D*0. "%$-D+4,1%$Y. `J$,(*21,7. 1-. 2(8




+(3'-. 3-.3$. 1+4%2,3$,. "D',D23'. -7+C%'.3531'3C'(. ,%. ,0(.3D,0%2-.%6. ,0(.
AE.16.,0(7.&(2(.3,,(+4,1$*.,%.6%-,(2.3$.D$161().`J-23('1,(a.1)($,1,7>.
;>;>=>b>.?%$,3$321.
J$. E11)$ "#$ <:-7:*&G$?3--1+%.?%$,3$321. C(*1$-. 62%+. ,0(. 42(+1-(. ,03,.
6%%).1-."-O"C#.`"D',D2(a.1$.,0(.-($-(.,03,.1,. 1-.+3$14D'3,().C7.0D+3$-.





"0%%-(. 432,1"D'32. 1,(+-. 6%2. "%$-D+4,1%$>bh. /0(. '3-,. "%$,($,1%$@. ,03,.
0D+3$-. "0%%-(. 62%+. 3+%$*. ,0(. ()1C'(. 4%--1C1'1,1(-. &0($. )(61$1$*.
&03,. 1-. `6%%)@a.01*0'1*0,-. ,0(. 1+4%2,3$"(.%6.)1-,1$",. "D',D2(-.3$). ,0(.
4%--1C1'1,1(-. 6%2. -7+C%'1". 1+4%2,3$"(>. FD-,. 3-. 0%2-(. +(3,. 1-. ,3C%%. 1$.
-%+(.+%)(2$."D',D2(-. CD,.$%,.%,0(2-@. 3$). 3-. -&1$(. 1-. "3''(). ,3C%%. 1$.
,0(./%230@."D',D23'.-,23,(*1(-.)(61$(.,0(.C%D$)321(-.%6.,0(.`3""(4,3C'(a.
3$).%6.,0(.`)(-12()>af<.













3$. 1+4%2,3$,. 2(-%D2"(. 6%2. D$)(2-,3$)1$*. ,0(. 6%%)&37-. %6. 4%4D'32.
i$%$8('1,(j."D',D2(.3-.&(''Y.`p.%$(."3$.4(2"(15(.3.$(,&%2#.%6."%$,1$D1,7.
C(,&(($.,0(."D1-1$(.%6.,0(.('1,(-q%$(.,03,.1-.&TJ-(2(7-C$4%2,237().r1$.,0(.
"%%#C%%#-sq3$). 3. )166(2($,. #1$). %6. "D1-1$(. ,03,. "3$. C(. ,23"(). C3"#.
,02%D*0.4%4D'32."D',D2(>af=.V01'(.('1,(-.3,,(+4,. ,%.)166(2($,13,(. ,0(+8
-('5(-. 62%+. '%&(2.*2%D4-. C7.+(3$-.%6. 6%%). "0%1"(-@. ,0(7. "%$,1$D(. ,%.
-032(.,3-,(-@.03C1,-@.3$).,23)1,1%$->.:4("161"3''7@..
,0(.21*1)1,7.%6. ,0(.-7+C%'1".43,,(2$-.%2.*21)-.%44%-1$*. ,0(. '16(-,7'(.%6. ,0(.
4(3-3$,27. ,%. ,03,. %6. 1,-. '%2)-. 3$).+3-,(2-.p. "%(I1-,-.4(3"(6D''7.&1,0. ,0(.
42(-($"(.%6."%D$,27.42%)D"(.3$).4(3-3$,.6'35%2-.1$.,0(."D1-1$(.%6.,0(.('1,(.
"'3--(->.J$.63",@.,%.-%+(.(I,($,.1,.42(-D44%-(-.1,>./0(.2(3'."%$,3+1$3,1%$.C(8




,0(. 3531'3C'(. 1$*2()1($,-@. 3$)@.+%2(.)("1-15('7@.&1,01$. ,0(. -3+(. -7+8
C%'1".3$).'1$*D1-,1"."%$,1$DD+.-%.,03,.,0(.)166(2($"(."3$.C(.D$)(2-,%%).
C7.,0(.5321%D-.+(+C(2-.%6.,0(.-%"1(,7>.






51)D3'. 1)($,1,1(->ff.?%$,($321c-."%$"'D-1%$-. 1+4'7. ,03,.A(D,(2%$%+7c-.
)(-"214,1%$.%6.,0(."D',1".+(3'.03-.,0(.4%,($,13'.,%.42%X(",.3$).OD3'167.,0(.
`3",D3'a. 423",1"(. 3$). (I4(21($"(. %6. &%2-014. 3$). -3"2161"(. 1$. (3"0.
D$1OD(.01-,%21"3'.3$)."D',D23'.-7-,(+>./0(.AE.+(3'-.42%4%-(.3.432,1"D8
'32.6%2+.%6.(3,1$*.3-.3$.3",.%6.432,1"143,1%$.1$.,0(."%24%23,(.1)($,1,7.3-.


















432,1"D'32.+($D.$(().$%,.C(.D,1'1S()@.CD,. 1,. 1-.1$-,(3).+%2(. 1+4%2,3$,.




,($321. 01*0'1*0,-. ,0(. 42%"(--. C7. &01"0. +(3'-. 3$). 6%%)-,D66-. -1*$167.
)166(2($"(>.R12-,.3$).6%2(+%-,@.,01-.-D25(7.-0%&-.,03,.+(3'-.32(."D',D28
3''78)(61$()."%$"(4,-.3$).(5($,-. ,03,. 6D$",1%$.-1+1'32'7.3"2%--.3.&1)(.




$%,. 3C%D,. `-+(''1$*a. 6%%)>f_. P(5(2,0('(--@. +%-,. `,3-,(-a. 32(. 3",D3''7.
-+(''-Y.`,0(.3",D3'.,3-,(.2("(4,%2-.%$.,0(.,%$*D(.)(,(",.-3',@.-&((,@.C1,8
,(2@. 3$). -%D2>. >>>. T5(27,01$*. ('-(q+(3,1$(--@. 2%-(. 3$). -3662%$. 6'35%2-@.
-"%2"0(). ,3-,(-@. 7(3-,7.3$). 6(2+($,().$%,(-@. 3$).3''q1-.42%"(--().C7.
-"($,.2("(4,%2-.1$.,0(.$%-(>afe.
:D2421-1$*'7@. &0($. ,D2$1$*. ,%. ,0(. C1%'%*7. %6. -+(''. 3$). ,3-,(@. ,0(.
)1-"D--1%$.3'-%.+%5(-.6312'7.OD1"#'7.62%+.,0(.`4D2(.C1%'%*7a.,%.1$"'D8
-1%$.%6.-%"1%'%*1"3'."%$"(2$->.Z("($,.2(-(32"0.,0(%21S(-.,03,.,0(.0D+3$.










,1%$@a. 1$. V#C2/1-14(2"-$ >&M(&O$ ==<Y;. i=hhbjY. bf<@. (I4'31$@. `E0(+1"3'. -,1+D'1. "3$. C(.
,23$-4%2,().,%.,0(.%'63",%27.2("(4,%2-.513.,0(.$%-(.,02%D*0.-$1661$*.i%2,0%$3-3'.4(28







+(3$1$*. 3$).)(-"214,1%$.%6. %)%D2->a]<. Z(4(,1,1%$. i(I4(21($"(j. 1-. 51,3'.
6%2. ,0(. -0341$*. %6. %)%2. 3$). 6%%). 42(6(2($"(->. TI4(21+($,-. 035(. 3'-%.
-0%&$.,03,.&01'(.0D+3$-.035(.3.5(27.)1661"D',.,1+(.1)($,1671$*.-+(''-@.
,0(7. 32(. 3C'(. ,%. 2(+(+C(2. -+(''-. C(-,.&0($. ,0(. -+(''-. 32(. "%+C1$().
&1,0. '1$*D1-,1". '3C('-Y. ,0D-. `'3$*D3*(. -034(-. 4(2"(4,1%$>a]=. RD2,0(28
+%2(@. -1$"(. ,3-,(-. 32(. (I4(21($"(). 3-. 3. 432,. %6. +(3'-@. 1,. 1-. ,0(. -%"13'.
"%$,(I,.%6.+(3'-. ,03,.42%51)(-. ,0(.C%D$)321(-. 6%2. ,0(.)(5('%4+($,.%6.
1$)151)D3'.,3-,(-@.3-.&1''.C(.-(($.C('%&>.
/0(. (I4(21($,13'. 3$). -%"13'. 63",%2-. 2(-D',@. 3-. T'1S3C(,0. E343')1.
$%,(-@. C("3D-(. `>>>. 1$. %+$15%2(-. -D"0. 3-. 23,-. 3$). 4(%4'(@. +%-,. 6%%).
42(6(2($"(-. 32(. 42%)D"(). C7. (I4(21($"(>a];. J$. 63",@. 935'%5. 2(3'1S().
+D"0.(32'1(2.,03,.,0(.-,%+3"0.2('(3-(-.+%2(.3"1)1".-("2(,1%$-.6%2.+(3,@.
CD,.,01-.0344($-.C(6%2(.,0(.+(3,.32215(-@.&01"0.+(3$-.,03,.,0(.407-1%8
'%*1"3'. 42%"(--. 03-. C(($. ,21**(2(). C7. ,0(. 4-7"0%'%*1"3'. (I4(",3,1%$.




%6."01')2($c-. 6%%).'1#(-.3$).)1-'1#(-. ,02%D*0.3--%"13,1%$-.%6. 6%%)."D(-.
&1,0.-%"13'."%$,(I,-. 1$.&01"0. 1$*(-,1%$.%""D2->.T51)($"(.-D**(-,-. ,03,.
























C(($. "2%--8"D',D23'. 2(-(32"0. )%$(.&1,0. U(2+3$. 3$). F343$(-(. 432,1"18
43$,-. ,03,. +(3-D2(). ,0(12. 2(-4%$-(-. ,%. "D',D23''7. -4("161". 1,(+-. i'1#(.
3$1-(()@.&01"0. 1-. ,741"3'. 1$. U(2+3$. "D',D2(. 3$). )21(). 61-0@. "%++%$.
3+%$*.F343$(-(j>.`FD)*+($,-.%6.'1#1$*.2(5(3'()@.3-.(I4(",()@.,03,."D'8




"3$.%6,($. 1+3*1$(."%+4'(I.-%D$)-. i1>(>@.+D-1"j.3$). 1+3*(-. i431$,1$*-.
%2.+%51(-j@. ,01-. 1-.+%2(. )1661"D',.&1,0. -+(''->. :4("161"3''7@. -+(''. ,7418
"3''7.$(()-.J/C#(2"--C$J*&#&'7$#7(@:-(.,%.3",153,(.-+(''.+(+%21(->]_.G%&8
(5(2@. 3-.:,(5($-%$.3$).K%3#(-.$%,(@.%$(. ,74(.%6.-,D)7.)1-3*2((-.&1,0.
,01-. "%$"'D-1%$Y. `H7+3$. 3$). ?"A3$1('. >>>. 6%D$). ,03,. 3. "%$)1,1%$. 1$.
&01"0.432,1"143$,-.1+3*1$().-+(''1$*.1,(+-.62%+.3.&%2).'1-,.42%)D"().
C(,,(2. -DC-(OD($,. 2("%*$1,1%$.%6. ,0%-(. 3",D3'. %)%2-. ,03$.)1). 3. "%$)18






`6%2.&03,(5(2. 7%D.)(-12(aj. %6,($. 3''%&. ,0(.&%2-014(2. ,%. "0%%-(. ,0(12.
+(3'@.,0(.432,1"D'32.+(3'-.($51-1%$().1$.,01-.,(I,."3$.C("%+(.,0(.+(3'-.
+%-,.)(-12().C7. ,0(.3D)1($"(>]h./01-.-,(4. 1$,%. ,0(.)(-12(-.%6. ,0(.3D)18
($"(.,34-.1$,%.21@@:'"-$3$).(')(M():"-.4%-1,15(.3--%"13,1%$-.&1,0.6%%)-.
..............................
%6.B)%2.9(2"(4,1%$@a.bf]gf^>./0(7.-D**(-,. ,03,. ,0(.0D+3$.-($-(.%6.-+(''. 1-.(--($8
,13''7.3.7",:-"$*"#">.
]].. :,(5($-%$. 3$). K%3#(-@. `!.?$(+%$1". /0(%27. %6. B)%2. 9(2"(4,1%$@a. bf]gf_>.?3$7.
U(2+3$-.,0%D*0,.,03,.6(2+($,().-%73.C(3$-.-+(''().'1#(.`"0((-7.-+(''7.6((,@a.&01'(.
F343$(-(.(53'D3,().3$1-(().3-.`)1-1$6(",3$,8'1#(>a.:((.3'-%.!$)(2-%$@.%M&*C1'&$%"7#G$
e^Y. `H(32$1$*@. %6. "%D2-(@. *2(3,'7. 1$6'D($"(-. -"($,. 3$). ,3-,(. 42(6(2($"(->. >>>. "D',D23'.
'(32$1$*.'(3)-.,%.01*0'7."D',D2(8'1+1,().344(3'@.-D"0.3-.'%"3'.,3-,(-.6%2.432,1"D'32.2(8












3$). C(5(23*(->. !''%&1$*. 6%2. ,01-. 1$)151)D3'1S3,1%$. 42%51)(-. ,0(. 20(8
,%21"3'. 4%,($,13'. 6%2.+(+C(2-. 1$. ,0(. "%++D$1,7. 2("(151$*. ,01-. ,(I,. ,%.
1+3*1$(. 1,. 1$. ,0(12. %&$.&37@.+3$(D5(21$*. 3&37. 62%+.4%,($,13'. 1$)18
51)D3'.41,63''-.C3-().%$.1$)151)D3'@.63+1'7@.%2."'3$.)166(2($"(->.





,0(.+%2(. "%++%$.+(3,. "%$-D+4,1%$. 03C1,-. %6. ,0(. ('1,(-j. 3$). %D,. %6.
,0(12. %&$. 4%-1,15(. (I4(21($"(-. &1,0. +(3,. "%$-D+4,1%$@. %""D221$*.
'32*('7.)D21$*."D',1".+(3'->.
RD2,0(2+%2(@. C7. 6%"D-1$*. 2(4(3,()'7. %$. -4("161". 1,(+-@. (-4("13''7.
+(3,.CD,.3'-%.&1$(@.%1'@. 62D1,@.3$). ,%.-%+(.)(*2((.*231$-@. ,0(-(.5(2C3'.
"D(-q&0(,0(2.1$,($)().3-.)(-"214,15(.%2.42(-"214,15(q-,2($*,0($.,0(.
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62%+. -%"1(,1(-c. 1$1OD1,1(-. C7.+%+($,321'7. 1$5(2,1$*. -%"1(,3'. 01(232"07.
CD,.1$(51,3C'7.'(3)1$*.C3"#.,%.-D44%2,1$*.,0(.,23)1,1%$3'.-%"1(,3'.-,2D"8
,D2(@h^./D2$(2.3'-%.*%(-.3.-,(4.6D2,0(2>.K(''.-D+-.D4./D2$(2c-.32*D+($,.
3""%2)1$*'7Y. `Z1,D3'-. )1). $%,. -1+4'7. 2(-,%2(. -%"13'. (OD1'1C21D+@. ,0(7.
&(2(. 432,. %6. ,0(. %$*%1$*. 42%"(--. C7.&01"0. ,0(. "%++D$1,7.&3-. "%$8
,1$D3''7. 2()(61$1$*. 3$). 2($(&1$*. 1,-('6>ahh. /01-. $%,1%$. ,03,. 21,D3'. "3$.
-(25(.3-.3.5(01"'(.6%2.-%"13'."03$*(.42%51)(-.3.#(7.1$-1*0,.6%2.,0(.2(3)8




2("%*$1S(-. 21,D3'c-. "343"1,7. ,%. -D-4($). -%"13'. $%2+-@. "21,1"1S(. -%"13'.







*3$1S(). -7-,(+. -(,. %66. 62%+. ,0(.$%2+3,15(. 2(6(2($,-@. ,0(. t%2(",1".4%'(@c. t2('3,1$*. ,%.
)(-12(.%2.344(,1,(@.&1''1$*.3$).6(('1$*@c.6%2.-7+C%'-@.D$)(2.%4,1+3'."%$)1,1%$-@.+37.
2(1$6%2"(.,0(.&1''.%6.,0%-(.(I4%-().,%.,0(+.,%.%C(7.+%23'."%++3$)+($,-@.+31$,31$.
"%5($3$,-@. 2(437. )(C,-@. #((4. D4. %C'1*3,1%$-@. 35%1). 1''1"1,. C(0351%2>. J$. ,0(-(. &37-.
3$%+1(.1-.42(5($,().%2.35%1)().3$).3.+1'1(D.1-."2(3,().1$.&01"0.3.-%"1(,7c-.+(+C(2-.
"3$$%,. -((. 3$7. 6D$)3+($,3'. "%$6'1",. C(,&(($. ,0(+-('5(-. 3-. 1$)151)D3'-. 3$). -%"18
(,7>a.
hh. K(''@.>(7:"-D$V&*#J&27(M&#$"')$!(@&'#(1'#@.bh>.K%CC7.E>.!'(I3$)(2@.L(271*$.:*'&*$>&M(#F




-,2D",D2(>a=<<. Z1,D3'. $((). $%,@. ,0(2(6%2(@. %$'7. )(-"21C(. 3$). 2(81$-"21C(.





1$*. 4%&(2-. 1$. -%"1(,1(->. V01'(. ,0(12. 3$3'7-1-. 1-. '1+1,(). ,%. +%)(2$.
R23$"(@. 1,-.344'1"3C1'1,7.(I,($)-. ,%.3$7.-%"1(,7.&0(2(.-%+(.)1-,3$"(q
*(%*23401". %2. %,0(2&1-(q(I1-,-. C(,&(($. ,0%-(.C2%3)"3-,1$*. ,0(. -7+8
C%'1".+(3$1$*.%6.(5($,-.3$).,(I,-@.3$).%,0(2.+%2(.+32*1$3'.-(*+($,-.




*D1-0. C(,&(($. ,0(-(. ,&%. '%"3,1%$-@.)(.E(2,(3D. "%1$-. ,0(. ,(2+-. `-,23,8
(*7a.3$).`,3",1">a./0(.6%2+(2@.&01"0."%22(-4%$)-.,%.,0(.1$84%&(2.!-8
-7213$-@. 1-. `,0(. "3'"D'D-. %6. 6%2"(82('3,1%$-014-. ,03,. C("%+(-. 4%--1C'(.
&0($.3.-DCX(",.%6.&1''.3$).4%&(2.i3.42%421(,%2@.3$.($,(2421-(@.3."1,7@.3.
-"1($,161". 1$-,1,D,1%$j. "3$. C(. 1-%'3,(). 62%+. 3$. t($512%$+($,>ca=<b. !.
`-,23,(*7a.$3+(-. ,0(. -7+C%'1".+(3$1$*. ,03,. "3$. C(. C2%3)"3-,. 62%+.3.
4'3"(. %6. 4%&(2>. /0(. '3,,(2@. ,0(. `,3",1"@a. 1-. 1$-,(3). `3. "3'"D'D-. &01"0.
"3$$%,. "%D$,. %$. 3. t42%4(2c. '%"D-. %6. 4%&(2. i3. -43,13'. %2. 1$-,1,D,1%$3'.
'%"3'1S3,1%$j@. $%2. ,0D-. %$. 3. C%2)(2'1$(. )1-,1$*D1-01$*. ,0(. %,0(2. 3-. 3.
51-1C'(. ,%,3'1,7>a=<f. `/3",1"-a. )(-"21C(-. ,0(. 42%"(--. %6. 2("(4,1%$. 3$).
i2(jD-(. C7. ,0(. +32*1$3'1S(). %6. ,0(. "%$"(4,-. 3$). -7+C%'1". +(3$1$*-.
..............................
=<<. !'(I3$)(2@.L(271*$.:*'&*$>&M(#(7&)@.;h>.
=<=. /0(2(. 1-. 3. -1+1'32. 1$,(24'37. %6. 1)(%'%*7. 3$). D,%413. 42%+D'*3,().C7. 93D'.Z1"%(D2@.
A&27:*&#$ ('$ R)&1-14C$ "')$=71J("$ i()>. U>.G>. /37'%2k.P(&.n%2#Y. E%'D+C13.L$15(2-1,7.
92(--@.=h^_j>./0(.4'3"1$*.%6.A(D,(2%$%+7.C%,0.3-.,0(.)151$(.'3&.3$).1$.,0(.?%-31".





*D1-0().%$(. 1-.3.-+3''.+%)('. 6%2.3.&3''.431$,1$*. 62%+.,0(.2%73'. FD)3(3$.43'3"(.%6.

















-7213$. 1)(%'%*7>.A(.E(2,(3D.3$).01-. "%3D,0%2-.42%51)(. ,0(. ,0(%2(,1"3'.





-,23,(*7. 1-.D4($)()>. :4("161"3''7@. ,0(. FD)301,(. `3D)1($"(a.%6. ,0(.P(%8









"%++D$3'. +(3'-. 3$). 6%%)-,D66->. /01-. ,(I,D3'. )3,3. &1''. C(. -D44'(8
+($,().C7.)1-"D--1%$.%6.,0(.1"%$%*23401".2(42(-($,3,1%$-.%6.+(3'-.3$).
32"03(%'%*1"3'."%$"'D-1%$-.3C%D,. ,0(.)1(,-.%6. 3$"1($,.:7213893'(-,1$(>. J.
&1''.3,,(+4,.,%.+34.,0(.+(3$1$*-.%6. ,0(."%++D$3'.+(3'. ,(I,-.6%2.3$8
"1($,.0(32(2-.,%.63"1'1,3,(.D$)(2-,3$)1$*.%6.,0(.AE.,(I,-.42(-"21C1$*.,0(.
21,D3'-. %2. 21,D3'8'1#(. C(0351%2. %6. ,0(. A(D,(2%$%+1". +(3'->. J$. %,0(2.
&%2)-@.+7.42%X(",.&1''. C(. -DC-,3$,13''7. 1$,(2)1-"14'1$327@. C21$*1$*. ,%8
*(,0(2. "%$"'D-1%$-. 62%+. 61(')-. 3-. )15(2-(. 3-. "D22($,. 3$,02%4%'%*1"3'.
,0(%27.3$).S%%32"03(%'%*1"3'.3$3'7-1-.%6.63D$3'.2(+31$-.i3$1+3'.C%$(-j.




=<_..K(3,(. 9%$*23,S8H(1-,($@. `/23$-'3,1$*. L$15(2-3'1-+. 1$,%. ED',1". B+$142(-($"(. 1$.
!--7213. 3$). K3C37'%$13. 1$. ,0(. e,0. 3$). _,0.E($,D27. KETa. i434(2.42(-($,(). 3,. ,0(.
`Z("%$-1)(21$*.,0(.E%$"(4,.%6.tZ(5%'D,1%$327.?%$%,0(1-+@c.921$"(,%$@.P>F>@.==.R(C8
2D327@.;<<ej@.$%,(-.,03,.,0(.7";:-7:$21,D3'.42%51)1$*.+(3'-.6%2.!ÅÅD2.&3-.3.6(-,15(.3$).




1$. ,0(12. 6D''. ,(+4%23'1,7@. 3-. 1$-,1*3,%2-. 3$). 42%)D",-. %6. ,(+4%23'. -%8
"1%"D',D23'.42%"(--(->a=<e.:%@.6%2.,0(.4%2,2373'.%6.,0(."D',1".+(3'-.%6.,0(.






/0(. -DC-(OD($,. "034,(2-. CD1'). %$. ,0(.+(,0%)%'%*1"3'. 6%D$)3,1%$-. %6.
?3"A%$3'). 3$). K23D'1#Y. C%,0. 1$,(242(,. ,0(. 2%'(. %6.+(3'-. 1$.A(D,(2%8
$%+7.&1,0.2(-4(",.,%.,0(12.01-,%21"3'."%$,(I,.3$).?3"A%$3').3))1,1%$8
3''7.C21$*-.,%*(,0(2.&1)(2.1$,(2)1-"14'1$327.4(2-4(",15(-.i3$,02%4%'%*7.
3$).S%%32"03(%'%*7j. 6%2. ,0(. 1$,(242(,3,1%$.%6.C1C'1"3'.+(3'. ,(I,->.T3"0.
"034,(2.&1''.1$,2%)D"(."%+4323,15(.+3,(213'.i32"03(%'%*7@.3$"1($,.P(32.
T3-,(2$.,(I,-@.1"%$%*23407j.,03,.1-.*($(23''7.344'1"3C'(.,%.3''.,0(.6(-,15(.





















21-,8%C-(25(2. 3,,(+4,. ,%. D$)(2-,3$). 0%&. 3$). &07. 4(%4'(. "0%%-(. ,%. )166(2($,13,(.
-%+(.3",151,1(-.62%+.%,0(2->a.
=<^..J$."%$XD$",1%$.&1,0.3)+1$1-,23,15(.3$).`$%$8'1,(2327a.,(I,->.




6(3-,-.%2. -4("13'.%""3-1%$-@==<. ,0%D*0. -%+(."%$-D+4,1%$.%6.*3+(.+37.
035(.C(($.`-("D'32>a===.
P(I,@. 1"%$%*23407. 62%+. ,0(. 4(21%). 1$"'D)(-. $D+(2%D-. 4%2,2373'-.
%6. ,0(. C3$OD(,. -"($(@.&01"0. 344(32-. 3-. 3. ,74(. -"($(. 1$. 3$"1($,.P(32.
T3-,(2$. -(3'-. 3$). %,0(2. 1"%$%*23407. 62%+. ,0(. ,012). +1''($$1D+. %$8
&32)->==;. /01-. *($2(. %6. ,0(. C3$OD(,. -"($(. -0%&-. ,0(. ($X%7+($,. %6.
)21$#@.3$).3'-%.%6. ,0(.3""%+43$71$*. 6%%)>.RD2,0(2+%2(@. ,0(.4%2,2373'.
%6.3.C3$OD(,.-"($(.1-.%6,($.2('3,().,%.3.51",%27."('(C23,1%$@.&0(2(.-(3,().
*D(-,-.)21$#.62%+.C%&'-@.-D22%D$)().C7.-(253$,-@.+D-1"13$-@."34,15(-@.
3$). C%%,7>. Z(6(2($"(-. ,%. +(3,. 1$. 3)+1$1-,23,15(. 3$). 01-,%21"3'. ,(I,-.
-D44'(+($,.+(3,c-.2%'(.1$.,0(.1"%$%*23401".4%2,2373'->.
/0(.3531'3C'(.32"03(%'%*1"3'.2("%2).%6.63D$3'.2(+31$-.-0%&-.3.-1*8




L4%$. "%+4'(,1$*. ,01-. -D25(7. %6. ,0(. &1)(2. C1C'1"3'. "%$,(I,@. )1(,@.
S%%32"03(%'%*7@.3$).1"%$%*23407@.J.&1''.,0($.%66(2.3$.01-,%21"3'8"21,1"3'.
3$3'7-1-.3$).3.2(3)1$*.%6.A(D,.=;Y=bg=h.1$.%2)(2.,%.01*0'1*0,.,0(."%$,218




























,%.n0&0.&1,0. ,0(.0(357.CD2)($-. 344'1().C7.P1$(5(0. 3$).!ÅÅD2. 3$).
%,0(2.6%2(1*$.4%&(2->.
/0(.-("%$).-(",1%$@.`/0(.ED',1".?(3'-.%6. ,0(.A(D,(2%$%+1".ED',1".
E3'($)32. i=_Y=g=ej. 1$. H1*0,. %6. E%+4323,15(. !$"1($,. P(32. T3-,(2$.
/(I,-@a. &1''. $D3$"(. K23D'1#c-. 42(-($,3,1%$. %6. ,0(. "D',1". C3"#*2%D$).
D$)(2'71$*.,0(-(.AE.+(3'.,(I,->.G(.21*0,'7."%$-1)(2-.,0(.53--3'.,2(3,1(-.
'1#(.,0%-(.%6.T-3203))%$.3-.42%51)1$*.,0(.+(,340%21"3'.D$)(241$$1$*.






%6. ,(I,-. 6%2. )(,(2+1$1$*. ,0(. C3"#*2%D$). %6. ,0(.AE.+(3'->. J.&1''. 3D*8
+($,.K23D'1#c-. ,2(3,+($,.C7. 2('3,1$*. ,0(.AE.+(3'. ,(I,-. ,%. 6D2,0(2.#(7.
,(I,-. 62%+. ,0(. -D22%D$)1$*. 3$"1($,.P(32. T3-,(2$. "%$,(I,>. /0(-(. ,(I,-.
)1-4'37.,0(.C2%3)(2.1+4%2,3$"(.%6.6(-,15(."%$-D+4,1%$@.42%51)1$*.)168
6(2($,.20(,%21"3'.4%,($,13'-.6%2.,0(.AE.,(I,>&
R12-,@. 42(-($,3,1%$. %6. H(53$,1$(. 21,D3'. +(3'. ,(I,-. 62%+. T+32. 3$).
L*321,. &1''. %66(2. "%+4321-%$. &1,0. ,0(. A(D,(2%$%+1". ,(I,-. 3-. 21,D3'.
,(I,->./0(.!##3)13$8'3$*D3*(.21,D3'. ,(I,-.%6.T+32.(-"0(&.2%73'. 1)(%'8
%*7@. 1$-,(3). &%2#1$*. ,02%D*0. ,0(. "1,7&1)(. 9:;*:. 6(-,153'-. %$. C%,0. 3.
7(32'7.3$).3.-(5($87(32."7"'(. ,%.D$1,(. ,0(.4(%4'(.%6. ,0(."1,7.32%D$).3.
"%++%$. 51(&. %6. ,0(. )151$(. 2(3'+. i%2. "%++%$. -,%27j>. R'(+1$*. $%,(-.
,03,.`6(3-,1$*.C7.,0(.4%4D'3,1%$.%6.T+32.1-.2("%2)().(I4'1"1,'7.%$'7.6%2.
,0(. 9:;*:@. 3$). ,01-. 42%51-1%$. 3))-. ,%. ,0(. 1$"'D-15(. "0323",(2. %6. ,0(.

















P(32. T3-,(2$. C3$OD(,. ,(I,-. -D"0. 3-. ,0(. 6(3-,-. %6. ,0(. K33'. E7"'(. 62%+.
L*321,. 3$). ,0(. %':@"$ %-(#/$ 62%+.?(-%4%,3+13@. %2. ,0(. C1C'1"3'. 6(3-,-.
'1#(.=.Q*-.]Y;gf>.B$.,0(.4%'1,1"3'.3$).2('1*1%D-.'(5('-@.,0(.A(D,(2%$%+1".
6%2+D'3,1%$. %6. ,0(. 6(-,15(. +(3'. D$"%D4'(-. ,0(. "('(C23,1%$. 62%+. 3$7.
*'%2161"3,1%$.%6.,0(.0D+3$.+%$32"0.32%D$).&0%+.3."%++D$1,7c-.1)($8
,1,7. +1*0,. "%3'(-"(@. ,0(2(C7. 42%4%D$)1$*. 3. )166(2($,. 6%2+D'3,1%$. %6.
"%++D$3'.1)($,1,7>.RD2,0(2+%2(@.,0(-(."%+4323,15(.C3$OD(,.,(I,-.62%+.
,0(. -D22%D$)1$*. "D',D2(-. "3227. 4%&(26D'. -%"1%84%'1,1"3'. 3$). 2('1*1%D-.
+(--3*(-@. 3$). A(D,(2%$%+7. C%,0. 3442%4213,(-. 3$). +%)161(-. ,0(-(.
+(--3*(->.B$(.+%)161"3,1%$. 1-. 1$.A(D,(2%$%+7c-. 1$"'D-1%$. %6. )15(2-(.
+(+C(2-. %6. ,0(. "%++D$1,7. -D"0. 3-. H(51,(-@. -'35(-@. 3$). -%X%D2$(2-@.







&1)(2. ,(I,-. 62%+. ,0(. 3$"1($,.P(32. T3-,. 3$). ,0(. C1C'1"3'.+3,(213'. &1''.
01*0'1*0,.A(D,(2%$%+7c-.$%,1%$.%6.J-23('1,(.1)($,1,7.+3)(.D4.%6.3.+D'8




















)21$#@.%2.&03,(5(2.7%D.)(-12(>.!$).7%D.-03''.(3,. ,0(2(. 1$. ,0(.42(-($"(.%6.
n0&0. 7%D2. U%)@. 7%D. 3$). 7%D2. 0%D-(0%'). ($X%71$*. ,%*(,0(2>a. iA(D,.
=fY;]Cg;_j.>..
J$. ,01-. 2(*32)@.A351).:D,,%$. -D++321S(-. ,0(.+$(+%$1".4%&(2.%6. ,0(.
-($-(-. %6. ,3-,(. 3$). -+(''. 3,. "%++D$3'. +(3'-. 3-. 6%''%&-Y. `/02%D*0.
2(4(,1,1%$.1$.21,D3'.3$).%,0(2.6%2+-@.r-+(''s.6%"D-(-.,0(.3,,($,1%$.%6.,0(.
+(+C(2-.%6. 3. -1$*'(. -%"1(,7. 1$. ,0(. -3+(.)12(",1%$>a==e. J$.%,0(2.&%2)-@.
,0(. "%$-,2D",()."D',D2(.%6. ,0(. "%++D$1,7. 1-. ,0(2(6%2(.)("1-15(. 6%2. ,0(.
)(,(2+1$3,1%$. %6.&01"0. -+(''-. 3$). ,3-,(-. 1$)151)D3'-. -0321$*. 3. "%+8
+%$."D',D2(.2(+(+C(2@.3$).3'-%.&01"0.-+(''-.3$).,3-,(-.,0(-(.4(2-%$-.
3--%"13,(. &1,0. 1+4%2,3$,. +%+($,->. /0(-(. "D',D23''78)(,(2+1$(). -($8
-D3'. (I4(21($"(-. C("%+(. ,0(. 23&.+3,(213'.&1,0.&01"0. -4("161". "D',D2(.
423",1"(-@. '1#(. ,0(. "D',1". +(3'-. )(-"21C(). 1$. A(D,(2%$%+7@. "3$. C21$*.
3C%D,. ,0(. 2(3'. 1$-"214,1%$. 3$). "%$-D+4,1%$. %6. 3. "%++%$. "%++D$3'.
1)($,1,7>. J$. J2%$.!*(. JJ. FD)30@.+D"0. '1#(. ,0(. 2(-,. %6. ,0(. 3$"1($,.P(32.





B5(23''@. ,0(-(. "('(C23,%27.+(3'-. 1$"'D)(. 3. "%+4323,15('7. (I,23538
*3$,. +($D@. +3#1$*. ,0(+. 4%&(26D'. +$(+%$1". -7+C%'-. 6%2. 1)($,1,7.
"%$-,2D",1%$.1$.,0(.-%"13'@.2('1*1%D-@.3$).4%'1,1"3'.-($-(->.P(D2%C1%'%*18
"3'.-,D)1(-.035(.-0%&$.,03,.,0(.+(+%278,21**(21$*.4%&(2.%6.,0(.+(3'-.
3'-%. 2(-D',-. 62%+. ,0(. -4("161".&37. -+(''. 3$). ,3-,(.&%2#. ,%*(,0(2.&1,0.
+(+%27.%$. 3. C1%'%*1"3'. '(5('>==^. /01-. "%$"'D-1%$.42%51)(-. -D44%2,. 6%2.
+7."'31+.,03,.,0(.-,D66.%6.+(3'-.1-.%6.432,1"D'32.1+4%2,3$"(.6%2.1)($,1,7.
"2(3,1%$.3$).2(836612+3,1%$.i-1$"(.0D+3$.1)($,1,7.1-.1$,21$-1"3''7.'1$#().









1S(). 6%2. ,0(.3C1'1,7. ,%.2(1$-,3,(. ,0(.43-,.3$).,%.1*$%2(.-DC-(OD($,.%)%2.(I4(21($"(-.
$%,.3--%"13,().&1,0.,0(.6%2+3,15(.(5($,>a.:((.3'-%.U3C21(''(.U'3-(2@../&$61#&D$8$V*1F
5(-&$15$0&TG$+&":7CG$"')$0:*M(M"-.iP(&.n%2#Y.!,213@.;<<;j@.=b_>..:0(.-,3,(-@.`Z(-(32"0(2-.
C('1(5(. ,03,. ,0(.%'63",%27.42%"(--.0('4-.(I4'31$.&07.-+(''@.+(+%21(-@.3$). 6(('1$*-.
32(."'%-('7.1$,(2,&1$()>a.
. ;>]>.BD,'1$(.%6.,0(.V%2#. e=.











(+403-1-. 2('3,(-. "'%-('7. ,%. ,0(. +%5(. 62%+. +D',14'(. 3',32-. 1$. TI%).
;<Y;fC.i`1$.(5(27.4'3"(.,03,.J."3D-(.+7.$3+(.,%.C(.2(+(+C(2()aj.,%.,0(.
6%"D-.%$.%$(.432,1"D'32."0%-($.4'3"(.1$.,0(.A(D,(2%$%+1".,(I,.i`1$.,0(.
4'3"(. ,03,.n0&0.7%D2.U%)."0%%-(-aj>=./01-. "($,23'1S3,1%$. 1-.%6. "%D2-(.
415%,3'.6%2.+D"0.%6.,0(.A(D,(2%$%+1".,(I,>.
n(,. ,0(.4%2,1%$.%6. ,0(. ,(I,.%6,($."%$-1)(2(). ,0(.%')(-,. i55>.=bg=hj;.









%6.+(3,. "%$-D+4,1%$>.V03,.+3#(-.+(3,. i($E$5j. -%. -1*$161"3$,d. J. &1''.


















5321%D-. ,02(3)-. %6. 32*D+($,3,1%$. (I4'%2(. ,0(. #1$)-. %6. "%$"(2$-q
C1%'%*1"3'.3$)."D',D23'q,03,.42%51)(.1$-1*0,.1$,%.1,-.'37(2-.%6.+(3$1$*>.
J$.%2)(2.,%.&%2#.%D,.,01-.42%4%-3'@.,0(."034,(2."%$-1)(2-.5321%D-.-(,-.%6.
(51)($"(. 62%+. ,0(. C1C'1"3'. ,(I,-@. S%%32"03(%'%*7@. 1"%$%*23407@. 3$).




!-. 3$. %4($1$*. 1$5(-,1*3,1%$. J.&1''. 3))2(--. 5321%D-. 3-4(",-. %6. ,0(.
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